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The Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and 
Demonstration Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-413) authorized a Federal 
program of research and development designed to promote electric 
and hybrid vehicle technologies. The Energy Research and 
Development Administration, now the Department of Energy (DOE), 
which was given the responsibility for implementing the Act, 
established the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, 
and Demonstration Project to manage the activities required by 
Public Law 94-413. 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration under an 
Interagency Agreement was requested by ERDA (DOE) to undertake 
research and development of propulsion systems for electric and 
hybrid vehicles. The Lewis Research Center was made the 
responsible NASA Center for this project. The work presented in 
this report is a part of that program. 
The work described in this report was conducted under Contract 
DEN3-l24 with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) and sponsored by the Department of Energy through an 
agreement with NASA. 
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The small passenger car transmission test was initiated to supply 
electric vehicle manufacturers with technical information 
regarding the performance of commercially available transmissions. 
This information would enable EV manufacturers to design a more 
energy efficient vehicle. with this information the manufacturers 
would be able to estimate vehicle driving range as well as speed 
and torque requirements for specific road load performance charac-
teristics. 
This report covers the 1981 Mercury Lynx ATX transaxle. This 
transmission was tested per a passenger car automatic transmission 
test code (SAE J651b) which required drive performance, coast 
performance, and no load test conditions. Under these test 
conditions the transmission attained maximum efficiencies in the 
93% range for drive performance tests. The major results of this 
test are the torque, speed and efficiency curves which are located 
in the data section of this report. These graphs map performance 
characteristics for the Mercury Lynx ATX transmission. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
The Mercury Lynx ATX is a commercially available automatic trans-
mission which is suited for a small passenger car installation. 
The transmission is equipped with three forward driving ranges: a 
neutral, reverse and park. very little technical information in 
the area of torque, speed and efficiency data is currently 
available on this transmission. This lack of available 
information was the principal reason for the initiation of this 
test. 
The principal object of this test was to map torque, speed, and 
efficiency curves of the test transmission in each gear range and 
in both drive performance and coast performance conditions. The 
test was performed per the specifications of the Passenger Car 
Automatic Transmission Test Code - SAE J651b. The torque and 
speed limits of this test were governed by the torque and speed 
limits of an engine which would typically be supplied with this 
transmission. The test code specified that three basic tests were 
to be conducted which involved holding the torque constant and 
varying the transmission speed. The three specific tests were 
drive performance, coast performance, and no load losses which 
were conducted in first, second and third gear. 
The test code required that the transmission should be held in 
gear over the complete range of the test. In order to accomplish 
this, it was necessary to block the valves. This kept the trans-
mission locked in gear. The test code also specified an oil 
temperature requirement to ensure that a set viscosity level be 
attained throughout the tests. This temperature requirement was 
accomplished through the use of an immersion heater and oil 
cooler. 
There were two main factors which determined the amount of load 
which could be applied to the system. These factors were the 
temperature of the transmission oil and the torque-speed character-
istics of the absorber and dynamometer. Th~ torque-speed charac-
teristics of the absorber and dynamometer are contained in the 
Appendix. 
The data that were obtained from the torque and speed sensors were 
placed directly onto tape. The tape was then fed into a computer 
which reduced the data and generated the necessary graphs and 
technical information. The main advantage to this method of data 
reduction is that any fluctuation that may occur due to system 
resonance is averaged by the computer. This method minimi zes the 
operator error and allows the data to be viewed soon after the 
tests are completed. 
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EQUIPMENT TESTED 
This report involves the test conducted on a 1981 Mercury Lynx ATX 
(C17l2PMA A2, 149228 E1EP AE). The automatic transaxle (ATX) 
combines an automatic transmission and differential into a single 
powertrain component designed for front wheel drive applications. 
The ATX uses three friction clutches, one band and a single one 
way clutch. These components are applied as necessary to transmit 
engine torque through a compound planetary gear set. The 
planetary provides three forward gear ratios and one reverse. The 
ATX uses a standard torque converter with an internal splitter 
gear which provides mechanical connection between the engine and 
the transaxle. The splitter gear miniminizes the converter 
slippage in second and third gear range. In first and reverse the 
engine torque is 100, hydraulically transmitted. In second and 
third gears the engine torque is split between the converter 
turbine and the splitter gear. This reduces torque converter 
losses and improves the efficiency of the transmission. 
The transmission hydraulic system is pressurized by a gear type 
pump which provides the working pressure to operate the friction 
elements and automatic controls. 
3 
TEST APPARATUS 
The test apparatus used in testing the Mercury Lynx ATX trans-
mission consisted of the following basic items which are described 
and listed below. The set-up was basically the same for drive and 
coast performance tests except that the transmission was indexed 
180 0 for coast performance tests. 
The driving dynamometer was used to power the transmission. A 
torque sensor was placed on the dynamometer shaft to accurately 
monitor the torque into the transmission. A speed pickup was 
placed on the dyno shaft to measure the speed into the trans-
mission. 
The output shaft of the transmission was coupled to a torque 
sensor which accurately measured its torque. The torque sensor 
shaft was then coupled to a HY-VO chain drive (4:1 ratio) which 
was coupled to the absorber shaft. The purpose of the chain drive 
was to increase the slower output shaft speed into a range which 
would be acceptable to the absorber power requirements. The 
absorbing dynamometer was used to apply the system load. A speed 
pickup was mounted to the absorber shaft to measure output speed. 
The transmission oil temperature was controlled through the use of 
a heat exchanger and circulation heater. When the transmission 
was operating at light load, the oil cooler was shut down and the 
circulation heater was engaged so that the oil could be kept up to 
temperature specification. When the transmission was operating 
under heavy load, the oil cooler was operating and the circulation 
heater was disengaged so that the temperature specification was 
not exceeded. 
The transmission was held in first gear by placing the gear selec-
tor lever in its appropriate setting. The transmission was held 
in second gear by blocking the 1 to 2 shift valve in the second 
position. The transmission was held in third gear by placing 
stops in the 1 to 2 shift valve and the 2 to 3 shift valve so the 
valves were kept in the 2 and 3 position, respectively. 
The transmission differential was locked for the entire test 
program. This was accomplished by welding the pinion gears to the 
differential carriers. This allowed the power to flow through one 
output shaft. This means that the output torques (drive 
performance) and input torques (coast performance) shown in the 
graphs are twice the values that each wheel would feel. However, 
the output speeds (drive performance) and input speeds (coast 
performance) are the actual speeds at each wheel. 
The instrumentation for the setup consisted of the following basic 
items. The Lebow torque sensor was used in conjunction with a 
Daytronic signal conditioner (878). The Himmelstein torque sensor 
was matched with a Daytronic signal conditioner (878A). The 
magnetic speed pickup was used with an Airpax speed readout. 
These signals were then fed into a Sangamo 3500 tape recorder. 
The tape recorded data were then fed into a Hewlett Packard 
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with Data Reduction Equipment 
TEST PROCEDURE 
The test was conducted per the Passenger Car Automatic Trans-
mission Test Code-SAE J651b. The code states that three basic 
tests should be performed on the transmission. These tests are 
Drive Performance, Coast Performance and No Load Losses. Each 
test was performed to the accuracies stated in the code. The 
throttle valve was modulated throughout the test to its normal 
operating positions. The table on page 18 indicates the engine 
torque and its related throttle valve setting. 
The limits of the test were determined by the normal operating con-
ditions of an engine typically supplied with this transmission. 
The transmission was tested at a torque which ranged from 10-80 
Ib-ft on the input shaft of the transmission. The torque was 
incremented by 10 lb-ft for each test. The speed limits of the 
test ranged from 700 to 3800 rpm on the input shaft of the 
transmission. 
The first test conducted was the Drive Performance - Constant 
Input Torque test. The input torque was held at 10 Ib-ft, and the 
speed was incremented from 750-3800 rpm. The torque was then set 
to 20 lb-ft, and the transmission was run through the same speed 
range. This procedure was followed for input torques of 10, 20, 
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 lb-ft. The throttle valve was 
modulated to match the appropriate input torque for these test 
ranges. The starting speed was dependent on when the torque could 
be attained, which was characteristic of the torque converter. 
The data recorded in this test were input and output speed, input 
and output torque, line pressure, sump temperature, outlet 
temperature, case hotspot temperature and ambient temperature. 
This procedure was performed on the transmission in first, second 
and third gear range. The transmission was held in each gear 
through the entire torque and speed range per the explanation 
given in the Test Apparatus section of this report. 
The next portion of the Drive Performance test to be conducted was 
the Cross Sectional Road Load Performance test. This test was 
conducted in third gear and involved holding the transmission 
output shaft at a constant torque while varying the input speed. 
The output torques selected were 25, 47, 79, 110, 145, 177, 208, 
and 243 Ib-ft. The speed range was from 750 to 3800 rpm on this 
input shaft. The starting speed was dependent on when the torque 
could be attained. The throttle valve was modulated throughout 
this test to match the appropriate engine torque. The data 
recorded in this test was input and output torques, input and 
output speeds, line pressure, sump temperatures, outlet 
temperatures, case hotspot temperature and ambient temperatures. 
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The No Load Losses portion of the test was performed next. This 
test was run with the output shaft turning freely. The input 
torque and speed were recorded for an entire speed range which ran 
from 700 rpm to 3700 rpm. This test was performed in each gear 
range by disconnecting the output shaft and allowing it to turn 
freely. 
The parameters recorded in this test were input torque and speed, 
line pressure, sump temperature, outlet temperature, case hotspot 
temperature, and ambient temperature. 
The final test performed was the Coast Performance test. For this 
test the transmission was oriented in the reverse direction so 
that the dynamometer drove through the output shaft of the 
transmission and the power was taken up in the absorber. The test 
was conducted by setting the converter impeller torque at a con-
stant level and varying its speed in the range set by the previous 
tests. In order to run this test, it was necessary to spin the 
torque converter shaft at approximately 400 rpm so that the charge 
pump would generate the line pressure necessary to operate the 
transmission. The torque and speed ranges of this test were 
different from the previous tests due to torque converter charac-
teristics. The speed was limited by two conditions. These condi-
tions were the lowest speed necessary to maintain line pressure 
and the lowest speed at which the required torque could be 
attained. The amount of 'torque which could be· applied to the 
system was limited by the current limits of the dynamometer 
controller. The first gear Coast Performance test reached the 
current limit at the 50 lb-ft run. This was due to the slow out-
put speed in first gear which was beyond the dynamometer torque-
speed characteristics. The data recorded during this portion of ' 
the test were input and output torque, input and output speed, 
line pressure, sump temperature, outlet temperature, case hotspot 
temperature, and ambient temperature. The throttle valve was set 
to the idle position during the entire test. 
The transmission was filled with Dexron II automatic transmission 
fluid through the entire test schedule. The physical and chemical 
properties of the transmission fluid were monitored throughout the 
test. The fluid did not appreciably change colors or properties 
throughout the tests. However, it should be noted that when 
operating in the coast performance mode this pump is turning at a 
slower speed which means less flow for cooling purposes. This 
could become a factor in the amount of power which could be 
transmitted under coast performance. 
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Following is a table of engine torque vs. throttle cable position. 
The transmission throttle cable was modulated for each engine 
torque level throughout the tests. 













The test apparatus was calibrated before and after a major test 
was completed. The major components calibrated were the torque 
sensors and the speed readouts. The torque sensors were cali-
brated with their respective readouts and attaching cables so that 
a total system accuracy was obtained. The calibration was per-
formed by placing a set of known weights at a known distance to 
produce the resultant torque. The weights were weighed on a 
Toledo Digital Scale Model No. 1070, which is calibrated to a set 
of weights traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. A 
second calibration method was used as a check against the dead 
weights. This involved a hydraulic calibration stand which 
compared a calibrated torque cell (traceable to the National 
Bureau of Standards) to the test torque transducers. The 
calibration sheets contained in this section show the calculated 
torque and the actual torque which appeared on the readout 
(measured torque). The torque sensors were calibrated to the 
limits of the range over which they were to operate. 
The speed readout was an AIRPAX counter (Model No. 761400110) 
which was calibrated in an operating range from 0 to 4500 rpm. 
The counter was calibrated with a Hewlett Packard electric counter 
(Model No. 5245L) used in conjunction with a WWVB frequency 
comparator (True Time, Inc. Model No. 60-TR). The accuracy of the 
digital readout was ±l count. 
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CALIBRATION SHEET 
HIMMELSTEIN TORQUE SENSOR iMCRT 6-02T (2-3) 
CAL VALUE = 58.5 Ib-ft 
4/24/81 
DEN3-124 
(Drive performance torque was positive. Direction of torque was 
clockwise.) 


























LEBOW TORQUE SENSOR i1648-5K 
CAL VALUE = 271 
(Coast performance torque was negative. Direction of torque is 
labeled above each column.) 
CALCULATED TORQUE (lb-ft) MEASURED TORQUE (lb-ft) 
Counter 
Clockwise Clockwise 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
41. 6 42.0 41. 5 
83.3 84.0 83.5 
125.0 125.5 125.0 
166.6 167.0 166.5 
208.3 209.0 208.0 
250.0 251.0 250.0 
291. 6 293.0 291. 5 
333.3 335.0 333.5 
375.0 377.0 375.0 
416.6 419.0 416.6 
375.0 377.5 374.5 
333.0 335.0 333.0 
291. 6 293.0 291.0 
250.0 251. 5 249.5 
208.3 210.0 207.5 
166.6 168.0 166.0 
125.0 126.5 124.5 
83.3 84.0 83.0 
41.6 42.0 41. 0 





LEBOW TORQUE SENSOR t1248-20K 
CAL VALUE = 271 
(Coast performance torque was negative. Direction of torque was 
counterclockwise.) 
CALCULATED TORQUE (lb-ft) MEASURED TORQUE ( 1b-ft) 
Counter 
Clockwise Clockwise 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
166.6 163.7 164.1 
333.3 334.0 332.6 
500.0 498.0 498.5 
666.6 663.8 667.0 
833.3 829.3 836.3 
1000.0 999.6 1000.4 
1166.6 1163.7 1164.9 
1333.3 1329.7 1335.0 
1500.0 1497.7 1505.2 
1666.6 1666.0 1668.9 
1500.0 1498.5 1506.9 
1333.3 1329.2 1351.0 
1166.6 1165.7 1165.1 
1000.0 996.4 1002.9 
833.3 830.7 835.0 
666.6 662.0 665.9 
500.0 498.9 504.9 
333.3 332.6 333.0 
166.6 167.0 163.1 
0.0 0.0 1.9 
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SYSTEM ACCURACY 
The instruments used in the test setup have been calibrated to 
insure the accuracy of the test data. The individual components 
utilized in the tests have manufacturers' specifications which 
guarantee the accuracy of the instrumentation. These accuracies 
are listed and combined in the Appendix section to determine the 
total system accuracy. The three major factors involved in the 
system accuracy are the torque signals, speed signals, and data 
reduction equipment. Worst case system accuracies for the torque 
sensors, cabling and readout were determined from the calibration 
charts and are shown below. 
TAPE RECORDER: Sangamo Model *3500 
ACCURACY: :0.05' of Full Scale 
TORQUE SENSOR: Lebow (l648-5K) + Daytronic (878A) 
ACCURACY: «Calculated Torque-Measured)/Full Scale Torque) x (100) = 
«210.0 - 208.3)/416.66) x (100) = :0.408t of Full Scale 
TORQUE SENSOR: Himmelstein (MCRT 6-62T(2-3» + Daytronic (878) 
ACCURACY: ({Calculated Torque-Measured)/Full Scale Torque) x (100) = 
«33.3 - 33.0)/(166.66» x (100) = ±0.18\ of Full Scale 
SPEED SENSOR: Speed Pickup + Airpax Counter 
ACCURACY: Calibration was =1 Count (1/4000) x (100) = =0.025' of 
Full Scale 
SPEED CONDITIONER (Frequency to Voltage Converter-Daytronic 840) 
ACCURACY: 0.05% of Average DC Voltage = :O.lOt of Full Scale 
HEWLETT PACKARD ANALYZER (HP 5451B Fourier Analyzer) 
ACCURACY: 12 Bits = 211 = 2048 Bits = 1 Volt 
(1/2048) x (100) = =0.048i of Full Scale 
COMPUTER INTER NUMBER CALCULATION (Method of Program Calculation) 
= 0.5i of Full Scale 
The inter number calculation error resulted from the method that 
the computer used to average the acquired data. This method is 
explained in the Appendix. 
From the instrument accuracy determined above, a system accuracy 
may be determined. There are two generally accepted methods for 
calculating a system error. These methods are the root mean 
square and the sum of the errors. Both methods are tabulated in 
the Appendix and charted below for torque, speed, power and 
efficiency readings. 
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Torque Error (Lebow) 
Torque Error (Himm.) 
Speed Error 

























The signals obtained from the torque and speed transducers of the 
test stand were placed directly into a Sangamo Tape Recorder Model 
No. 3500. The information on the tape was then fed into a compu-
ter which was used to compile the data. While in the computer, 
the data were reviewed to ensure their accuracy, and then a hard 
copy was printed out on a line printer. 
The following procedure was used to record the input and output 
torque. The torque signals were placed in the tape recorder as 
voltage. A calibration value was determined in engineering units 
(lb-ft) for each torque sensor. The torques were recorded on 
channels one and two in the following manner: 
CHANNEL 1: PRECALIBRATION ZERO 
ZERO DATA 
CHANNEL 2: PRECALIBRATION ZERO 
ZERO DATA 
CALIBRATION VOLTAGE PRE RUN 
CALIBRATION VOLTAGE PRERUN 
This information was then fed into the computer which integrated 
and compiled a 2.5-second sample of data to obtain an average 
value in engineering units. 
The frequency signals from the speed pickups were placed directly 
into the tape recorder. The data on the tape were then fed into a 
frequency-to-voltage unit which turned the frequency into a DC 
voltage which in tUrn was fed into the computer. The method for 









CALIBRATION FREQUENCY PRE RUN ZERO 
CALIBRATION FREQUENCY PRERUN ZERO 
The data on these channels were then fed into the computer which 
integrated and compiled a 2.5-second sample of data to obtain an 
averge speed value in engineering units. 
The computer was programmed to take the values of torques and 
speeds and calculate efficiency and power from them. From the 
data it has generated, the computer would print out the required 
graphs and data per the contract specification. The main advan-
tage of taking data in this manner was that the computer would 
calculate an integrated average which would minimize the error in 
a fluctuating signal. Any fluctuation due to system resonance or 
gear teeth meshing would be integrated and averaged. 
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TEST RESULTS 
The data contained in this segment of the report have been divided 
into three major sections. These sections are Drive Performance, 
Coast Performance, and No Load Losses. There are five data sheets 
for each test condition in the Drive Performance and Coast Perfor-
mance tests. The organization of this data is described and 
listed in the Table of Contents. Cover sheets for Drive Perfor-
mance, Coast Performance and No Load Losses have been placed at 





Graphs Contained in This Section 
Torque Ratio -vs- Output Speed 
Output Torque -vs- Output Speed 
Input Speed -vs- Output Speed 
Efficiency -vs- Output Speed 
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SPEED ERROR =kSPEED SENSOR)2 + (SPEED CONDITIONER)2 + (TAPE RECORDER ERROR)2 + (ANALYZER ERROR)2 
= V(0.025)2 + (0.10)2 + (0.05)2 + (0.048)2 = ±0.1247. of Full Scale 
POWER OUT ERROR = ~TORQUE ERROR (LEB~»2 + (SPEED ERROR)2 + (COMPUTER CALCULATION ERROR)2 
=V(0.416)2 + (0.124) + (0.5)2 = ±0.6627. of Full Scale 
EFFICIENCY ERROR =V(TORQUE ERROR (LEBOW»2 + (SPEED ERROR)2 + (TORQUE ERROR (HIMM»2 + (SPEED ERROR)2 
+ (COMPUTER CALCUL~TION ERRQR~2 
=V(0.416)2 + (0.124) + (0.193) + (0.124)2 + (0.5)2 = ±0.701% of Full Scale 
SUM OF ERROR METHOD 
TORQUE ERROR (HIMMELSTEIN) = (TORQUE TRANSDUCER ERROR) + (TAPE RECORDER ERROR) + (ANALYZER ERROR) 
= (0.18) + (0.05) + (0.048) = :0.278% of Full Scale 
TORQUE ERROR (LEBOW) = (TORQUE TRANS. ERROR) + (TAPE RECORDER ERROR) + (ANALYZER ERROR) 
= (0.41) + (0.05) + (0.048) = :0.508% of Full Scale 
SPEED ERROR = (SPEED SENSOR) + (SPEED CONDITIONER) + (TAPE RECORDER ERROR) + (ANALYZER ERROR) 
= (0.025) + (0.1) + (0.05) + (0.048) = ±0.223% of Full Scale 
POWER OUT ERROR = (TORQUE ERROR (LEBOW» + (SPEED ERROR) + (COMPUTER CALCULATION ERROR) 
= (0.508) + (0.124) + (0.5) = :1.132% of Full Scale 
EFFICIENCY ERROR = (TORQUE ERROR (LEBOW» + (SPEED ERROR) + (TORQUE ERROR (HIMM» + (SPEED ERROR) 
+ (COMPUTER CALCULATION ERROR) 
= (0.508) + (0.223) + (0.278) + (0.223) + (0.5) = :1.732% of Full Scale 
The inter number computer calculation error was determined by 
taking a set of sample calculations and comparing the accurate 
multiplication to the computer multiplication. A sample 
comparison is given below. 
DATA DRIVE 
PERFORMANCE 
Ti=80 LB-FT ACCURACY CALCULATION COMPUTER CALCULATION 
Ti=80.8853, To =24l.4830 To/Ti = 2.9855 To /Ti=2.9849 
Comparison = ((2.9855 - 2.9849)/2.9855} x 100 = 0.020% 
Since every calculation was not checked in this manner, a factor 
of safety was added to 0.020%, and 0.5% was used as th~ inter 




To loc.te specific manuals in the documentation shipped with the system, refer to the System 
Configuration Notice for the contents of each binder. 
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS & CHARACTERISTICS 
The specific.tions in T.ble 1-1 describe the system's warranted perform.nce. Those items under the 
he.ding of "Ch.r.cteristics" go beyond the guaranteed specifications and give typic.1 perform.nce for 
some i1dditionill pilrilmeters and operations. These i1re included only to give you informiltion which mOlY 
be useful in i1pplying the system. 




(Specifications describe the standard system's warranted performance.) 
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER 
Input Volta8e Ran8e: ±0.125V to ±IIV peilk in steps of 2. 
Input Couplin8: dc or ilC. 
Input Channels: 2 channels wired for 4 stilndilrd. 4 chilnnels op-
tionill with plug-in cilrds. 
Resolution: 12 bits inciudin!; sign. 
Input Fiequency Ran8e: dc to 50 kHz, 5 Hz to 50 kHz, ilC 
coupled 1100 kHz optionilil. 
Sample Rate: 
Internal: 100 kHz max. 11, 2, 3, or 4 chilnnels simultiineouslYI. 
1200 kHz optionill on 1, 2, 3, or 4 chiinnels.1 
150 kHz milx. 13 or 4 chilnnels simultilneouslyl.tl 
External: An externill time bilse milY be used to ililow externill 
control of the silmpling rate up to 100 kHz (200 kHz 
optional I. One sample Ciln be tilke'ri for eilch clock 
pulse ITTL level I. 
Internal Clock Accurilcy: ±0.01%. 
DISPLAY UNIT 
Vertical SCille Calibration: Datil in memory is ilutomilticilily sCilled 
to give iI milximum on-screen cillibrilted displilY. The sCille factor 
is given in volts/division, volts2/division, or in dB offset. 
L08 Display Ran8e: 80 dB with a sCille factor rilngin!; from 0 to 
+998 dB. Offset selectilble in 4 dB steps. 
Linear Display Ran8e: ±4 divisions with sCille filctor rilnging 
from 1 x 10-512 to 5 X 10512 in steps of 1, 2, ilnd 5. 
Di8ital UP/DOWN SCille: Allows 8 up-scille ilnd 2 down-scille 
steps (cillibrilted continuous sCille filctorl. 
Horizontal Scale Calibration: 
Linear Sweep Len8th: 10, 10.24 or 12.8 divisions. 
L08 Horizontal: 0.5 decildes/division. 
Markers: Intensity markers every 8th or every 32nd point. 
BASE SOFTWARE 
TranSform Acc<lracy: The expected rms villue of computationill 
error introduced in either the forwilrd or inverse FFT will not 
exceed 0.1% of the rms value of the transform result. 
Dynamic ltan8e: >75 dB for iI minimum detectilble spectril!-com-
ponent in the presence of one full sCille spectrill component 
ilfter twenty ensemble ilverilges for iI block size of 1024. 
EXECUTION TIMES· 
Fourier Transform: <55 ms 
Stable Power Spectrum Avera8e: <110 ms 
Stable Tri-Spectrum Avera8e: < 220 ms 
REAL TIME BANDWIDTHS· 
Fourier Transform: >7.5 kHz 
Stable Power Spectrum Avera8e: 5.4 kHz 
Stable Tri-Spectrum Avera8e: 1.9 kHz 
MASS STORAGE SOFTWARE 
MAXIMUM REAL TIME DATA ACQUISITION RATE 
(Sin8le Channel): 
BS 256: 10 kHz 
BS1024: 39kHz (25kHztl 
BS 4096: 80 kHz (30 kHztl 
OFF-LINE BSFA SOFTWARE 
Center Frequency Ran8e: dc to one-hillf the Reill Time Diltil 
Acquisition Rilte. 
Center Frequency Resolution: Continuous resolution to the limit 
of the frequency ilccurilCY for center frequencies >0.02% of the 
samplin!; frequency. 
Frequency Accuracy: ±0.01% 
Bandwidth Selection: In steps of USn where n = 2, 3,4, etc. 
Max. Resolution Enhancement: >400 
Dynamic Ran8e:·· 90 dB from peilk out-of-bilnd spectrill com-
ponent to the peilk level of the pilssbilnd noise. 
80 dB from peilk in-bilnd spectrill component to the peilk level 
of the pilssbilnd noise. 
Out-of-Band Rejection: >90 dB 
Passband Flatness of the Di8ital Filter: ±0.01 dB 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Temperature Ran8e: O·C to 40·C (104·FI. 
tFor b~nd I,mlred r.ndom nOI.~e type slgn.1s ilf block Slzt 1Q24, no d,SplilY, no Himntng 
"""frer el~ht ensemb/~ .iVeriges of "' power ~peCfrum it block sIze 1024 Reduc~d by 
10 di if the t>Xoicf center of the bind 
tThes€ r.res ilppfy to ~ystem5 with modules 546" .nd 54451/1/' hiVIng til sen.1 prefiX 
lower (him 1842 
Hewlett Packard - Analyzer 
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FM RECORD/REPRODUCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Input Sensitivity: • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 0.1 to 2.5 volts rms; adjustable 
with input attenuator for ±40% 
deviation. Can be extended to 10 
volts. 
Nominal Input Level: •••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ±1.4 volts peak. 
Nominal Input Impedance: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 100 K ohms resistive, shunted by 
less than 100 pf, unbalanced to 
ground. 
Frequency Response: 
Flat Amplitude Filter. • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • •• DC to 20 KHz, at 60 ips, ±0.5 db; 
±40 deviation. 
Linear Phase Filter. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •• DC to 12 KHz, at 60 ips, ±0.5 db; 
±40% deviation. 
DC to 20 KHz at 60 ips, ±0.5, -3 
db; ±40% deviation. 
Frequency Responses (Optional): ••••• • • . • . • •• DC to 80 KHz at 120 ips using ±40% 
deviation with IRIG intermediate 
band center frequency of 432 KHz. 
Upper frequency limit and center 
frequencies are proportionately 
lower at lower speeds, to 3-3/4 ips. 
DC to 10KHz at 60 ips using ±40% 
deviation with IRIG low band fre-
quency of 54 KHz for improved 
DC Drift (Oscillator and 
Discriminator): 
Signal/Noise Ratio ••••••••..••.•••••.••• 
Sangamo 
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SIN ratios. Upper frequency limit 
and center frequencies are propor-
tionately lower at lower speeds. 
Less than ±0.5% of peak-to-peak 
deviation per 100 F after 20 minute 
warm-up. 
46 db at 60 ips. 
DC Linearity: • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • •. Less than ±0.5% of peak-to-peak 
deviation reference to best straight 
line through zero. 
AC Distortion: ••••••.•••••••••••••••••. Less than 1.5% total harmonic 
distortion at all speeds. 
Transient Response (60 ips): 
Flat Amplitude Filter (±1/2db) 
Linear Phase Filter (+1/2, 
-3 db) 
Rise Time (10% to 90% points) -
22 microseconds. Overshoot-
less than 15%. 
Rise Time (10% to 90% points) -
18 microseconds. Overshoot - less 
than 2.5%. 
Output Level (±40% deviation): ••.•••.•.•••.•• ±1.4 volts peak, into 1000 ohms, 
with short circuit protection (SCP). 
Output Current (±40% deviation): • • • . . . . • • . . . .. ±3 milliamperes peak with SCPo 
Output Impedance: •.. . . • . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . •. Less than 50 ohms, unbalanced to 
ground, with SC P • 
GENERAL 
Configuration: ....... , ................. . One standard 19 inch wide equip-
ment enclosure for 14 channel FM 
or Direct Record/Reproduce System. 
For 28-32 vdc operation. Additional 
enclosure furnished for operation 
from other power supplies. Optional 
Rack Mounting Kit available. 
Recorder Size (28-32 v): •.•..•.•••.•••.•..• 26-1/8 inches high by 19 inches 
wide by 12 inches deep for a 7 
channel-6 speed record/reproduce 
system or a 14 channel-6 speed 
record, 2 speed reproduce system. 
Additional enclosure (7 -1/2 inches 
height) which attaches to portable 
Sangamo 
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Rotating Shaft Torque Sensors 
Models 1604,1605 & 1607 
(jtilitv rotating shaft 
torque sensor recommended 
for general applica tion. 
I 
Model 1615 
SI"nd,ml-fl.ln!lu Iwu: 111.'/ lllUUlI1 vt'll l l 
AND {Jdils 10 moll l ·1t /J.mJ)l -NoIvv 
mOl/nlinilS sl, ){Je/drr/. 
Model 1648 
Flange drive unils 
recommended for 
use when 
short leng tl7 is 
mandalow 
Max. I Protected for J Torsional 1 Rotating I 
Capacity Speed Model Overloads to Stiffness Inertia Weight 
(Oz. In.) (RPM) (Oz. In.) (Lb. In. / Rad.) (Lb.- In. ') (Lbs.) 
_ _ ~ --i- _ 20,00~ . ~- 5..(). __ . ---1 _~~_ 400 .35 ~ 
_
__ -~_1 ~0~0_- 11-- ~20~:'0000000 -+---_- 1_00- _~_~_~_ 1,000 ~5 3Y. 
. _ -+ _ _ -200 --+-_~ + _~ --r-- .35 3Y. 
1___ __ -500 I 1,500_ _ II 5,500 . i .35 I 3Y. 
1,000 20,000 -I K . 1,500 8,000 1 .35 -n -
Max. 
Capacity Speed 



















I K 15.000 
10
500 _o j. 15,000 
15,000 





















16 15 K-50 
-100 
200 _ l-~~,~O ~~_+ 
SOD 15,000 -SOD 
- - -- t-- --+1--- ._- -j-
1,000 _ --L.~,~ _. _ -1 K 
___ 2,_00_0 ~_1~,000 i-- -2"-_ 1 
I~:~~~ -f- ~:~~~ t -:-~o-KK--r 
Max, 
I Capacity Speed Model (Lb , In. ) (RPM ) 
2,000 5,000 I 1648-2 K 
i 
5.000 5,000 ·5K 
10,000 5,000 -10 K 









































































































4,570 1.05 25 
1- - --- ~ .. 
12,900 • 1.06 , 25 
- -- -' - --- i --
940,000 1.97 25 
204,000 2.00 25 
---- -
347,000 I --~~-- i 26 I 500,000 2.38 
I 
26 





(Lb. In.) .:. (Lb. In ./ Rad.) ; (Lb .- In. ') i Weight (Lbs,) 
3,000 742 ,000 23.0 I 23 
i 




15,000 2,248,000 23.0 23 
I i 
30,000 I 3,507 ,000 j 23.5 I 23 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS : (All Models) 
SENSOR : Fo u r arm bo nded foi l st rain gage br idge 
BRIDGE RESI STANCE: 350 ohms nominal 
BRIDGE VOLTAGE : 20 volts ma x imum, 3 KHz 
OUTPU T: 2 to 2.5 m ill ivo lt / vo l t nom inal 
LIN EARITY : 0. 1% o f f ull sca le 
COMPENSATED TEMPERATURE RANGE : 300 F to 1500 F 
USEABLE TEMPERATURE RANGE: OOF to 200° F 
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ZERO : .002% o f fu ll sca le/OF 





® MCRT 6-02T Non-Contact Torquemeter MAX. TORQUE-1 5,000 lb.-in. SPEED - 0 - 7,500 rpm 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The MCRT®6-02T is a compact, high accu racy, flanged torquemeter we ll adapted for veh icle drive-line measurements 
and continuou s monitoring and feedback app lications. It uses a rotat ing st rain gage torque bridge, temperature compen-
sated for drift and modu lus. T he bridge is connect ed to a stationary electron ic readou t via integ ral , non-contact rotary 
transformers. 
T he torquemeter is immune to wa ter , lubrican ts, coolants, v ibration, etc. The eli minati on of slip-rings permits high 
accuracy low level measu rements with long, maintenance- free life. Thrust and bendi ng loads are inherently cancelled by 
the transducer design . An op tiona l, integral non -con tact speed pickup may be specifi ed when order ing . 
Linearity: 0 .1% 
Temperature Effects: From 75 to 1750 F max imum drift 
is 0 .2% o f full sca le and maximum error due to modulus 
change is 0 .2% of read ing. 
Maximum Operating Temperature: 2200 F , assuming per-
manent lubricat ion . Above 1750 F, the maximum sha ft 
speed may have to be de-rated . 
Readout: Any ca rri er amp lifier suitable for strain gage se r-
vice may be used . 
Excitation Voltage: 10 vo lts rm s, max imum . 
Nominal Ou tput: 0 .75 mi llivo lts/vo lt (open ci rcu it) 
Standard Ratings: 
FULL SCALE TORSIONAL MAXIMUM 
MODEL I TORQUE STIFFNESS BENDING MOMENT 
MAXIMUM I 
ROTATING INERTIA MAXIMUM WEIGHT 
MCRT'·' 6·02T : (lb. - in .) (lb . - in./rad.) (lb . - in .) (in . - oz. sec .2) ( Ibs .) 
-- I 1 3) ; 
i 
1,000 602 ,000 500 0.60 13.8 
- (2 ·3) I 2 ,000 1,375,000 1,000 0 .60 13.8 
- (4 -3) 4,000 2,640,000 2,000 0 .60 13.8 
- (6 -3) 6,000 2,430,000 3,000 0 .90 17 .0 
- (10-3) 10,000 2,930,000 5,000 0.90 17 .0 
- (15 -3) 15.000 3,530,000 5,500 0.90 17.0 
Overload Capacity: 2 t imes full sca le rating. 
Shalt Speed: 0 t o 7,500 rpm, b i -d ir ec tiona l . Optional sp ee cJ p ick up produ ces 6 0 pu lses p er sh aft r evolution. 
Construction : Load ca rrying members (flanges, shaft) are 17-4 PH hi gh st re ngth stain less stee l. 
NOTES : 
III Max imum spee d rating assumes permanent lubrica ti on . Consul t factory for higher speed opera t ion. 
[ 2 J When com bined axial and ben din g loads arc present, the ben ding capaci t y must be dc-rated . Consul t fac tory. 
( 3 1 Sta t o r sh ou ld be complian tl y restrained fr om rotatin g. 
S. Himmelstein and Company 
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The Model 840 Frequency -to -Voltage Converter is a condit ioner·ampl i fie r modu le t hat accepts 
input signa ls in a w ide range of fr equ enc ies, wave shapes, and vo ltage leve ls and produces 
standard syst em outpu t voltages precise ly proportional t o th e fr equency or repet iti on rate of 
th e input signal. I t is intended for use in "800" system s for measurement o f flow. rpm, and 
simil ar phenomena that ca n be der ived from magnetic pickups, tu rb ine fl owme ters, or o th er 
frequ ency -producing sources. 
Nine se lec tabl e frequency ranges accommoda te virtua lly all mechanica l measurement 
req uirements. An internal crysta l osci ll ator re ference and adjustab le output span all ow 
prec ise ca libration o f th e i nd i catin~1 device in term s of frequency , rpm, or any other chosen 
units appropriate to th e par ticul ar measu remen t. In fl ow measurement , f or exa mple, th e 
Model 840 can be used w ith the Model 890 Digita l I ndicator and calibrated, using the fr ont 
panel cont ro ls, so as to indicate direct ly in gallons per minute or gallons per hour, provided 
only that the fl owme ter K Factor (cyc les per gallon) is k nown.' 
The Model 840 is also used in con jullc tion with the Model 862 Multiplier Module in an 
instrument that can di sp lay torque, rpm, and shaft horsepower in digital engineering units, 
Additional information on this and other instrument comb ination s is con tained under th e Model 
862 description . 






dllY AC S1911JI. glollnded 01 floati ng, Illespect,ve o f waveform 
Three l allge s (La, Med, & H II, plus vellll CI. all ow ad jus tm ent of thr esho ld 
level fl o lll 5 m v to 50 vo lt s (p,:a k) . MdXllllUIll COlltlllU OLI S Input vol t dge IS 25 v, 100 v, 
& 250 v IRMSI. l esl)('ctlv(~ly. 111PIit IS undillndged by mom cnt al Y peak vo lt age of 500 
vo l ts on dll y ra n g(~ Dd f!:1 Piltia l Input Illlped ililce IS 20K ohms, 400K ohm s, and 8 
Mego hm s, respectively . 
Comillon Illode l ejectlon . ~llt' ilte l tha n GO dH to 2 kHI and grea tel th an 30 dB to 100 k H z. 
Frequency ra nges: 100 H z, 200 H z, ancl500 Hz; wlth Illu l tlpllers of X l , X l 0 , 
Output : 
Stand illcl One Voit Datil Slgndl : 
Standard Ten Volt Outp ut Slclnal : 
Step ·f unctlon lesponse (to 99"" of final va luel : 
and X l 00; each w ith 100"" overrange. 
(see Table One . page 7) . 
(see Table One, page 7) . 
800 illS for Xl Illultlpllel , 
80 illS fOI X10 ilnd X100 multlplll~ l s . 
Step ·fun ctlon respo n se (to 99 .9"" of final valuf'l : 2 .5 sec fOI Xl Illult l pllel , 
250 ms fOI Xl0 and Xl00 multlpl lel s. 
less than 0.2"" of fu ll sca le fl o lll 10"" to 100"" of sca le. 
.0.05"" of scale (based on avelage va lue of DC ou tput) . 
R ipple and noise (max .): 
Accuracy : 
Housi ng: 
Operat ing temperature range: 
Power requirements: 
PRICE : Model 840 Frequency -to -V oltage Converter 
Daytronics 
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stanclMd fu ll ,wl dth modulr. . 
. '50 to 1 120 dPlj l ees F . 
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Absorbs 125 hp 
Speeds 2700/6000 











































RATINGS: 500 HP from 3400 to 6000 RPM (1014-3 WIG) 
400 HP from 2700 to 6000 RPM (1014-2 WIG) 
250 HP from 1800 to 6000 RPM (1014-1 WIG) 
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SLIP RING TORQUE SENSORS 
Model 1102 Model 1103 Max . Protected lor Torsional Rotating 
Low capacity torque sensors. Cap ac ity Speed Model overloads to Stillness Inertia Weight (Oz . In .) (RPM) (Oz . In .) (lb . In ./ Rad.) (lb .- In . ' ) (lbs .) 
10 20,000 1103-10 20 112 .01 Y. 
20 20.000 -2 0 40 113 .01 Yo 
50 20,000 11 02-50 150 665 .676 
100 20,000 -100 300 1,070 .678 
200 20,000 -2 00 600 1,790 .680 
500 20,000 -500 1,000 3.480 .682 
1,000 20,000 -1 K 1,5 00 4,850 .685 
Models 1104 thru 1109, Max . Protected for Torsi onal Rot ati ng 
1114, 1118 and 1121 Capac ity Speed Model overloads to Stillness Inertia Weight (lb . In .) (RPM) (lb . In .) (lb. In ./ Rad .) (lb .· ln. ' ) (lbs.) 
Standard rotating shaft torque 100 16.000 1114-100 300 7,800 1.11 11 sensor for general application. 
200 16,000 ·200 600 17,200 1.1 2 .11 
500 16,000 -500 1.000 25 ,300 1.09 11 
-
1,000 16,000 -1 K 1,500 36,2 00 1.10 11 
100 9,000 11 04-1 00 150 6.430 1.52 11 
200 9,000 -200 300 17,000 1.53 11 
500 9,000 -500 750 45 ,2 00 1.59 11 
1,000 9,000 -1 K ~,5~0 103,000 1:59 11 
- 2,OiJO 9,000 -2 K 3,000 182.500 1.60 11 
5,000 8,500 1105-5K 7:SOO- - 475-,000 3.59 28 
- 1-0,000 - -10K - ---8,500 15,000 750,000 4.09 28 
20,000 6,500 1106-2 0K 30~OOO-- 2,610,000 15.18 42 
- 5D.'000 4,000 1107-50K 75.000 - [220, 000 5306 74 
"1OD.Qoo _....:.L--....:.....- ---------4,000 ·100K 150,000 12 .450,000 58.14 74 
120,000 2, 400 1108-120K - i80,oOO --- 15.400,000 265.41 162 
Model 1115 
Flange housing mount with 
AND pads to match Arm y-Nav y 
mountings standard. Spline 
drive. 
Models 1228, 1248, 1241 
Flange drive for use when short 
length is mandatory. 
I 
240,000 2,400 -2 40K 360,000 
- --360,000 2, 100 1109-360K 540,000 
- 600]00 2, 1()() ----600K 900,000 
8 40.0-00 450 --rrnfS40K 1.2 60,000--
-n OO ,OOO 450 1200K r:-B OO.O-OO --
TBOo.o OO - '450 -1800K 2~ 7 dD.OOO-
2.400,000 350 ~40dK 3,600']00-
3, 000]00 35-0 -300 0K 4,50-0']00 
Max . Protected for 
Capacity Speed Model overloads to 
(lb . In.) (RPM) (lb . In.) 
100 24,000 1115A-l00 300 
--200 24,000 - ~200 600 
500 24,000 -500 1-:-000 
---
1,000 24,000 -1 K 1.500 
100 8,000 ' 1115K-l00 300 
200 8, O~- -2 00 600 
. 500 8,000' -500 1.000 
1,000 8,000' -lK 1,500 
2,000 8,000' -2K 3,000 
5,000 8,000 ' -5K 7,500 
-10~ 000 1[000' -10K 12:-000' 
'1 2.000 RPM wi th ai r-oi l mi s t lubr ica tion . 
Max. Protected lor 
Ca pacity Speed Model overl oa ds to 
(lb . In _) (RPM ) (lb . In .) 
2,000 5,000 1228 -2K 3.000 
5,000 5.000 -5K 7,500 
- 1-0,000 5,000 -10K ~O 
20.000 5.000 1248 ·20K 30,000 
------so. 000 - 124 i-:sDK 75 ,000-3,000 
Wo.OOil' - 3,000 -lOOK 150,000 
Specifications Standard "H" Option 
Output at rated capacity millivolts 
per volt nommal . 2 to , 5 
Nonlinearity of rated ou tput · 0.1°'0 
HysteresIs 01 rated ou tpul '-0. 1%> 
Re peatability 01 rated oulput ·0 05% 
Zero balance 01 rated output · 1 0% 
Bridge resistance ohms nommal 350 
Temperature range . compensated F · 70 to· 170 
Temperature range . useable F 65 to · 200 
Lebow 
DEN3-124 
· 0. 15'1, 
· 0. 15% 
· 0 07% 
·10%. 
350 
·70 to . 170 
65 to . 200 
23,300,000 285 .35 162 





--- - COliSUlt-Facto-ry --
-- - Co nsul tFactQ[V -
- ----COnsu ltFactory 
----Consult Facto ry 
Torsi onal Rotating 
Stillness Inerti a Wei gh t 
(lb . ln./ Rad .) (lb .- In . ' ) (lb s. ) 
5.230 2.44 24 
14.700 2.92 24 
25,90-0 2.43 24 
37,600 2. 44 24 
5.740 3.01 28 
--19,600 3.49 28 
- 46 ,400 ----3. 00 28 
----103,000 3.01 28 
156,000 3.03 28 
--342,000 3.05 28 
420,000 3.25 28 
Tors ional Rotating 
Stiffness In er ti a Weight 
(lb . In. / Rad.) (lb .- In . ' ) (lb s.) 
1,455 ,000 4.38 8 
2.-141.000 4.39 8 
2,820.000 4.59 8 
4.657 .0 00 15.53 17 
12.8 40 .000 193 .7 54 
23.460,000 196.3 54 
Specifications 
~~~g.~r:~:~ ~"ect on ou tput 01 _ 
Temperature effect on zero 01 
rated output per F 
EXCitation voltag e, maximu m 
volts DC or AG rms 
InsulatIOn resistance . bodge/case 
megohms at 50 VOG 
Number 01 bmtges 
Brush lile Ring 
Factor Di ame ter 








Brush lile Ring 
Factor Diameter 





15 .4 2.000 
15.4 2.000 
15.4 2. 000 
15.-4 - 2.000 
15.4 2.000 
14.0 2.'-87-
14 .0 2.187 
10.2 3.000 














Brush life Ring 
Factor Diameter 




25 .9 1.187 
15 .4 2. 000 
- 15.4 ----2_000 
----
- fooo 15.4 
15.4 2. 000 
15.4 2:000-
15.4 2-:000 
1 ~4- - 2.000 
Brush life Ring 
Factor Di amete r 
)( 10 ' (In .) 
12 .7 2.530 
12.7 2.530 
12. 7 2.530 
----9.4 3.25 0 
6.5 4.750 
6.5 4.750 
Standard "H" Option 
-----
. 0.002% • 0003% 
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